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ABSTRACT

We present the results of deep 140 ks Suzaku X-ray observations of the north-east (NE) radio relic of the merging galaxy cluster Abell 2255. The temperature structure of Abell 2255 is measured out to 0.9 times the virial radius (1.9 Mpc) in the NE direction for the first time. The Suzaku temperature map of the central region suggests a complex temperature distribution, which agrees with previous work. Additionally, on a larger-scale, we confirm that the temperature drops from 6 keV around the cluster center to 3 keV at the outskirts, with two discontinuities at r ∼ 5′ (450 kpc) and ∼12′ (1100 kpc) from the cluster center. Their locations coincide with surface brightness discontinuities marginally detected in the XMM-Newton image, which indicates the presence of shock structures. From the temperature drop, we estimate the Mach numbers to be Minner ∼ 1.2 and Mouter ∼ 1.4. The first structure is most likely related to the large cluster core region (~350–430 kpc), and its Mach number is consistent with the XMM-Newton observation (M ∼ 1.24; Sakelliou & Ponman 2006, MNRAS, 367, 1409). Our detection of the second temperature jump, based on the Suzaku key project observation, shows the presence of a shock structure across the NE radio relic. This indicates a connection between the shock structure and the relativistic electrons that generate radio emission. Across the NE radio relic, however, we find a significantly lower temperature ratio (T1/T2 ∼ 1.4 ± 0.16 corresponds to MNE-relic ∼ 1.4) than the value expected from radio wavelengths, based on the standard diffusive shock acceleration mechanism (T1/T2 > 3.2 or Mradio > 2.8). This may suggest that under some conditions, in particular the NE relic of A2255 case, the simple diffusive shock acceleration mechanism is unlikely to be valid, and therefore, more a sophisticated mechanism is required.
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1. Introduction

Abell 2255 (hereafter A2255) is a relatively nearby (z = 0.0806; Struble & Rood 1999) rich merging galaxy cluster. Previous X-ray observations revealed that, the intracluster medium (ICM) has a complex temperature structure, suggesting that A2255 has a recent, violent merger process (David et al. 1993; Davis et al. 2003; Burns et al. 1995; Burns 1998; Feretti et al. 1997; Sakelliou & Ponman 2006). Jones & Forman (1984) found that A2255 has a very large core region (rcore ∼ 350–430 kpc: see Fig. 4 in their paper), which was confirmed by subsequent observations (Feretti et al. 1997; Sakelliou & Ponman 2006).

The most striking feature of A2255 is the diffuse complex radio emission (Jaffe & Rudnick 1979; Harris et al. 1980; Burns et al. 1995; Feretti et al. 1997; Govoni et al. 2005; Pizzo & de Bruyn 2009). This emission can be roughly classified into two categories: radio halos, and radio relics (see Fig. 5 in Ferrari et al. 2008). Govoni et al. (2005) discovered polarized filamentary radio emission in A2255. Pizzo et al. (2008), Pizzo & de Bruyn (2009) revealed large-scale radio emission at the peripheral regions of the cluster and performed spectral index studies of the radio halo and relic. Information about the spectral index provides important clues concerning the formation process of the radio emission regions. Basic details of the northeast radio relic (hereafter NE relic) are summarized in Table 1. Several
mechanisms have been proposed for the origin of the diffuse radio emission, such as turbulence acceleration and hadronic models for radio haloes, and diffusive shock (re-)acceleration (DSA: e.g., Bell 1987, Blandford & Eichler 1987) for radio relics (for details see Brunetti & Jones 2014, and references therein).

Important open questions concerning radio relics include (1) why the Mach numbers of the shock waves inferred from X-ray and radio observation are sometimes inconsistent with each other (e.g., Trasatti et al. 2015; Itahana et al. 2015), and (2) how weak shocks with \( M < 3 \) can accelerate particles from thermal pools to relativistic energies via the DSA mechanism (Kang et al. 2012; Pinzke et al. 2013). In some systems, the Mach numbers inferred from X-ray observations clearly violate predictions that are based on a pure DSA theory (Vink & Yamazaki 2014).

Because X-ray observations enable us to probe ICM properties, a multiwavelength approach is a powerful tool to investigate the origin of the diffuse radio emission. However, because of the off-center location of radio relics in the peripheral regions of the cluster and the corresponding faint ICM emission, it has remained challenging to characterize them at X-ray wavelengths (e.g., Ogrean et al. 2013), except for a few exceptional cases under favorable conditions (e.g., Abell 3667, Abell 115, and El goldo: Finoguenov et al. 2010, Botteon et al. 2016a, b). The Japanese X-ray satellite Suzaku (Mitsuda et al. 2007) improved this situation because of its low and stable background. Suzaku is a suitable observatory to investigate low X-ray surface brightness regions such as cluster peripheries: see Hoshino et al. (2010), Simionescu et al. (2011), Kawaharada et al. (2010), Akamatsu et al. (2011) and Reiprich et al. (2013) for a review. To establish a clear picture of the detailed physical processes associated with radio relics, we conducted deep observations using Suzaku (Suzaku AO9 key project: Akamatsu et al.). In this paper, we report the results of Suzaku X-ray investigations on the NE relic in A2255.

We assume the cosmological parameters \( H_0 = 70 \text{ km s}^{-1} \text{ Mpc}^{-1}, \Omega_M = 0.27 \) and \( \Omega_{\Lambda} = 0.73 \). With a redshift of \( z = 0.0806, 1' \) corresponds to a diameter of 91.8 kpc. The virial radius, which is represented by \( r_{200} \), is approximately

\[
 r_{200} = 2.77 h_{70}^{-1} (T/10 \text{ keV})^{1/2} / E(z) \text{ Mpc},
\]

where \( E(z) = (\Omega_M (1 + z)^3 + 1 - \Omega_{\Lambda})^{1/2} \) (Henry et al. 2009). For our cosmology and an average temperature of \( (kT) \approx 6.4 \text{ keV} \) (in this work: see Sect. 3.3) \( r_{200} = 2.14 \text{ Mpc}, \) corresponding to 23.2'. Here, we note that the estimated virial radius is generally consistent with the radius from HI/FLUGCMS \( (r_{200} = 2.27_{-0.05}^{+0.03} \text{ Mpc}: \text{Reiprich 
 & Börhringer 2002}) \). For the comparison of the scaled temperature profiles (Sect. 4.1), we adopt the value given by \( r_{200} = 2.14 \text{ Mpc} \) as the virial radius of A2255. As a fiducial reference for the solar photospheric abundances denoted by \( Z_\odot \), we adopt the values reported by Lodders (2003). A Galactic absorption of \( N_H = 2.7 \times 10^{20} \text{ cm}^{-2} \) (Willingale et al. 2013) was included in all fits. Unless otherwise stated, the errors correspond to 68% confidence for each parameter.

### 2. Observations and data reduction

**Suzaku** performed two observations: one aimed at the central region and the other at the NE radio relic. Hereafter we refer to these pointings as Center and Relic, respectively (Fig. 1). The X-ray imaging spectrometer (XIS: Koyama et al. 2007) on board **Suzaku** consists of three front-side illuminated (FI) CCD chips (XIS0, XIS2, and XIS3) and one back-side illuminated (BI) chip (XIS1). After November 9, 2006, XIS2 was no longer operational because of damage from a micrometeoroid strike. A similar accident occurred on the XIS0 detector. Because of flooding with a large amount of charges, segment A of XIS1 continuously saturated the analog electronics. For these reasons, we did not use data of XIS0. The segment A of XIS1 was also excluded. All observations were performed with either the normal 5 × 5 or 3 × 3 clocking mode. Data reduction was performed with HEASoft, version 6.15, XSPEC version 12.8.1, and CALDB version 20140624.

We started with the standard data-screening provided by the **Suzaku** team and applied event screening with a cosmic-ray cut-off rigidity (COR2) > 6 GY to suppress the detector background. An additional screening for the XIS1 Relic observation data was applied to minimize the detector background. We followed the processes described in the **Suzaku** XIS official document. We used **XMM-Newton** archival observations (ID:0112260801, 0744410501) for point source identification. We carried out the **XMM-Newton** EPIC data preparation following Sect. 2.2 in Zhang et al. (2009). The resulting clean exposure times are 9.0 and 25.0 ks, respectively, and are shown in Table 2.

### 3. Spectral analysis and results

#### 3.1. Spectral analysis approach

For the spectral analysis, we followed our previous approach as described in Akamatsu et al. (2011, 2012a, b). In short, we used the following approach:

- Estimation of the sky background emission from the cosmic X-ray background (CXB), local hot bubble (LHB) and Milky Way halo (MWH) using a **Suzaku** OFFSET observation (Sect. 3.2).
- Identification of the point sources using **XMM-Newton** observations and extraction from each **Suzaku** observation (Sect. 3.2).
- With this background information, we investigate (i) the global properties of the central region of A2255 (Sect. 3.3) and (ii) the radial temperature profile out to the virial radius (Sect. 3.4).

For the spectrum fitting procedure, we used the XSPEC package version 12.8.1. The spectra of the XIS BI and FI detectors were fitted simultaneously. For the spectral analysis, we generated the redistribution matrix file and ancillary response files assuming a

---

**Table 1.** Expected shock properties associate with the NE radio relic from radio observation (Pizzo & de Bruyn 2009).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spectral index ( \alpha )</th>
<th>Mach number ( M_\text{radio} )</th>
<th>Expected ( T ) ratio$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85 cm–2 m</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>&gt;4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 cm–85 cm</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.77 ± 0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Notes: \( ^{(*)} S \propto \nu^{-\alpha}; ^{(1)} \text{estimated from } M_\text{radio} = 20^{1/3 \nu}; ^{(2)} \text{estimated from the Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition.} \)
Fig. 1. Left: ROSAT image in the 0.1–2.4 keV band of A2255. The white boxes show the FOVs in the *Suzaku* XIS observations that we discuss in this paper, while the yellow dashed circle shows the virial radius of A2255, \( r_{200} \), corresponding to 23.4′ from the cluster center (see the text for details). Right: background-subtracted *Suzaku* XIS3 image of A2255 in the 0.5–4.0 keV band smoothed by a two-dimensional Gaussian with \( \sigma = 8′′ \). The image was corrected for exposure time, but not for vignetting. The white contours are 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 mJy/beam of the WSRT 360 MHz radio intensity (Pizzo & de Bruyn 2009).

Table 2. Observation log and exposure time after data screening.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observatory</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sequence ID</th>
<th>Position (J2000.0)</th>
<th>Observation Exp. a</th>
<th>Exp. b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Suzaku</em></td>
<td>Center</td>
<td>804041010</td>
<td>(258.24, 64.16)</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>41.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relic</td>
<td>809121010</td>
<td>(258.28, 64.26)</td>
<td>100.8</td>
<td>91.3†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OFFSET</td>
<td>800020010</td>
<td>(249.94, 65.20)</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>XMM-Newton</em></td>
<td>XMM-C</td>
<td>0112260801</td>
<td>(258.19, 64.07)</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XMM-R</td>
<td>0744410501</td>
<td>(258.18, 64.42)</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. (a) Without data screening; (b) *Suzaku* data screening with \( \text{COR2} > 6 \text{ GV} \); (c) additional processing for the XIS1 detector is applied (see text for details).

Table 3. Summary of the parameters of the fits for background estimation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LHB</th>
<th>MWH</th>
<th>CXB</th>
<th>( \chi^2/\text{d.o.f.} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( kT )</td>
<td>norm† (( \times 10^{-2} ))</td>
<td>( kT )</td>
<td>norm† (( \times 10^{-4} ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08 (fixed)</td>
<td>1.86 ± 0.36</td>
<td>0.25 ± 0.03</td>
<td>5.78 ± 0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. (†) Normalization of the apec component scaled by a factor 400\( \pi \). (‡) CXB intensity normalization in Kushino et al. (2002) is \( 9.6 \times 10^{-4} \) for \( \Gamma = 1.41 \) in units of photons keV\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) at 1 keV.

uniform input image (\( r = 20′ \)) by using *xisrmfgen* and *xisarfgen* (Ishisaki et al. 2007) in HEAsoft. The calibration sources were masked using the *calmask* calibration database file.

3.2. Background estimation

Radio relics are typically located in cluster peripheries (\( \gtrsim 1 \text{ Mpc} \)), where the X-ray emission from the ICM is faint. To investigate the ICM properties of such weak emission, an accurate and proper estimation of the background components is critical. The observed spectrum consists of the emission from the cluster, the celestial emission from non-cluster objects (hereafter sky background) and the detector background (non-X-ray background; NXB).

The sky background mainly comprises three components: LHB (\( kT \approx 0.1 \text{ keV} \)), MWH (\( kT \approx 0.3 \text{ keV} \)) and CXB. To estimate them, we used a nearby *Suzaku* observation (ID: 800020010, exposure time of \( \sim 12 \text{ ks} \) after screening), which is located approximately 3′ from A2255. Figure 2 (left) shows the ROSAT R45 (0.47–1.20 keV) band image around A2255. Most of the emission in this band is the sky background. Using the
HEASARC X-ray Background Tool\(^4\), the R45 intensities in the unit of \(10^6 \text{ counts/s/arcmin}^2\) are 115.5 ± 2.4 for a \(r = 30'\)–60' ring centered on A2255 and 133.7 ± 5.8 for the offset region \((r = 30'\) circle), respectively. Thus they agree with each other within about 10%. We extracted spectra from the OFFSET observation and fitted them with a background model:

\[
\text{Apec}_{\text{LHB}} + \text{phabs} \times (\text{Apec}_{\text{MWH}} + \text{Powerlaw}_{\text{CXB}}).
\]

The redshift and abundance of the two Apec components were fixed at zero and solar, respectively. We used spectra in the range of 0.5–5.0 keV for the BI and FI detectors. The model reproduces the observed spectra well with \(\chi^2 = 142.9\) with 118 deg of freedom. The resulting best-fit parameters are shown in Table 3, they are in good agreement with the previous study (Takei et al. 2007).

For point-source identification in the Suzaku FOVs, we used XMM-Newton observations. We generated a list of bright point-sources using SAS task edetect_chain applied to five energy bands 0.3–0.5 keV, 0.5–2.0 keV, 2.0–4.5 keV, 4.5–7.5 keV, and 7.5–12 keV using both EPIC pn and MOS data. The point sources are shown as circles with a radius of 25'' in Fig. 6; this radius was used in the XMM-Newton analysis to estimate the flux of each source.

In the Suzaku analysis, we excluded the point sources with a radius of 1 arcmin to take the point-spread function (PSF) of the Suzaku XRT (Serlemitsos et al. 2007) into account. Additionally, we excluded a bright point-source to the north in the Relic observation with a \(r = 4'\) radius.

In Sect. 3.5, we investigate the impacts of systematic errors associated with the derived background model on the temperature measurement.

### 3.3. Global temperature and abundance

First, we investigated the global properties (ICM temperature and abundance) of A2255. We extracted the spectra within \(r < 5'\) of the cluster center (\(\alpha = 17^h12^m50^s38, \delta = 64d03'42'6\))

\(^4\) http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/Tools/xraybg/xraybg.pl

**Fig. 2.** Left: ROSAT R45 (0.47–1.2 keV) band image around A2255 in Galactic coordinates. The two circles (\(r = 20'\)) indicate the locations of the A2255 (yellow) and OFFSET (white dashed) observations. Right: NXB-subtracted XIS spectrum of the OFFSET observation. The XIS BI (black) and FI (red) spectra are fitted with the sum of the CXB and the Galactic emission \((\text{apec + phabs(apec + powerlaw)})\). The CXB component is shown as a black curve, and the LHB and MWH emissions are indicated with green and blue curves, respectively.

![Background spectrum of OFFSET observation](image)

**Fig. 3.** NXB-subtracted spectra of A2255 \((r < 5')\). The XIS BI (black) and FI (red) spectra are fitted with the ICM model \((\text{phabs} \times \text{Apec})\), along with the sum of the CXB and Galactic emission. The ICM component is shown with the cyan line. The CXB, LHB and MWH emissions are indicated with black, green, and blue curves, respectively. The sum of all sky background emissions is shown with an orange curve.

Sakelliou & Ponman (2006) and fitted them with an absorbed thin thermal plasma model \((\text{phabs} \times \text{apec})\) together with the sky background components discussed in the previous section (Sect. 3.2). We kept the temperature and normalization of the ICM component as free parameters and fixed the redshift parameters to 0.0806 (Struble & Rood 1999). The background components were also fixed to their best-fit values obtained in the OFFSET observation. For the fitting, we used the energy range of 0.7–8.0 keV for both detectors. Figure 3 shows the best-fit model. We obtained fairly good fits with \(\chi^2 = 1696\) with 1657 deg of freedom (red \(\chi^2 = 1.03\)). The best-fit values are listed in Table 4.

Substituting the global temperature of 6.37 keV into the \(\sigma - T\) relation (Lubin & Bahcall 1993: \(\sigma = 10^{2.52 \pm 0.07} (kT^{-0.06 \pm 0.01}) \text{ km s}^{-1}\)), we obtain a velocity dispersion of \(\sigma = 1009^{+396}_{-302} \text{ km s}^{-1}\), which is consistent with
**Table 4.** Best-fit parameters for the central region ($r < 5'$) of A2255.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$kT$ (keV)</th>
<th>$Z$ ($Z_{\odot}$)</th>
<th>Norm ($\times 10^{-6}$)</th>
<th>$\chi^2$/d.o.f.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.37$^{+0.06}_{-0.07}$</td>
<td>0.28$^{+0.02}_{-0.02}$</td>
<td>167.1$^{+0.7}_{-0.9}$</td>
<td>1696/1657</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 4.](image)

**Fig. 4.** Temperature map of the central region of Abell 2255. The vertical color bar indicates the ICM temperature in units of keV. The lack of data in the four corners is due to the calibration source. The typical error for each box is about $\pm 0.6$ keV. The cyan and black contours represent X-ray (XMM-Newton) and radio surface brightness distributions.

the values estimated by Burns et al. (1995): $1240^{+203}_{-129}$ km s$^{-1}$, Yuan et al. (2003): 1315 $\pm$ 86 km s$^{-1}$ and Zhang et al. (2011): 998 $\pm$ 55 km s$^{-1}$.

To visualize the temperature structure in the central region, we divided the Center observation into 5 $\times$ 5 boxes and fitted them in the same manner as described above. Because A2255 is a merging cluster, we do not expect a strong abundance peak in the central region (Matsushita 2011). Therefore, the abundance for the central region was fixed to the global abundance value ($0.3 Z_{\odot}$) throughout the fitting. The resulting temperature map is shown in Fig. 4. We note that the results are consistent when the abundance is set free. The general observed trend matches previous work (Sakelliou & Ponman 2006): the east region shows somewhat lower temperatures ($kT \sim 5$ keV) than the west region ($kT \sim 7$–8 keV).

The global temperature ($kT = 6.37 \pm 0.07$ keV) and abundance ($Z = 0.28 \pm 0.02 Z_{\odot}$) agree with most previous studies (EINSTEIN ASCA, XMM-Newton, and Chandra: David et al. 1993; Ikebe et al. 2002; Sakelliou & Ponman 2006; Cavagnolo et al. 2008). However, ROSAT observations suggest a significantly lower temperature ($kT \sim 2$–3 keV: Burns et al. 1995; Burns 1998; Feretti et al. 1997) than our results. Sakelliou & Ponman (2006) discussed possible causes for such a disagreement, such as the difference of the source region, energy band, and the possible effect of a multi-temperature plasma. On the other hand, investigations into this disagreement are beyond the scope of this paper.

![Fig. 5.](image)

**Fig. 5.** Same as Fig. 3, but beyond the NE radio relic. For clarity, only the BI components are plotted.

### 3.4. Radial temperature profile for the NE direction

To investigate the temperature structure of A2255 toward the NE relic with its radio emission, we extracted 10 boxes ($2'$ $\times$ 10'), as shown in Fig. 6 (left). We followed the same approach as described above, and fixed the abundance to 0.3 $Z_{\odot}$, which is consistent with the abundance of the central region (previous section) and the measured outskirts of other clusters (Fujita et al. 2008; Werner et al. 2013). We successfully detect the ICM emission beyond the NE radio relic. Table 5 shows the ratio of the ICM and the sky background components at the outer regions. These values are consistent with other clusters (e.g. one could derive the ratio of the ICM and the X-ray background from the right bottom panel of Fig. 2 in Miller et al. 2012). In general, we obtained good fits for all boxes ($\chi^2$/d.o.f. $< 1.2$). The resulting temperature profile is shown in Fig. 7, where the blue and black crosses indicate the best-fit temperature derived from the Center and Relic observations, respectively. The gray dotted histogram shows the profile of the radio emission taken from the WSRT radio data (Pizzo & de Bruyn 2009). The temperature profile changes from $kT \sim 6$ keV at the center to $\sim 3$ keV beyond the NE radio relic. Furthermore, there are two distinct temperature drops at $r = 4'$ and 12', respectively. The latter structure seems to be correlated with the radio relic, which is consistent with other systems (e.g., A3667: Finoguenov et al. 2010, Akamatsu et al. 2012a). In order to estimate the properties of the ICM across the relic, we extracted spectra from the regions indicated by magenta boxes in Fig. 6 (left). We selected the beyond the relic region with 1' separation to avoid a possible contamination from the bright region. The best-fit values are summarized in Table 7, which are well consistent with the results of box-shaped region. We evaluate the shock properties related to the NE radio relic in the discussion (Sects. 4.1 and 4.2).

To investigate the former structure and radial profile, we extracted spectra by selecting annuli from the center to the periphery as shown in Fig. 6 (right). The radial temperature profile also shows clear discontinuities at $r = 5'$ and 14' as shown Fig. 7. In Fig. 7, we compare the Suzaku temperature profile with Chandra (Cavagnolo et al. 2009) and XMM-Newton profiles (Sakelliou & Ponman 2006). Both results covered the central region, where they agree well with the Suzaku result.

### 3.5. Systematic uncertainty in the temperature measurement

Because the X-ray emission around radio relics is relatively weak, it is important to evaluate the systematic uncertainties in
Fig. 6. XIS image of A2255. The spectral regions used in the spectral analysis are indicated with the white boxes (2′×10′) (left) and sectors (right). In the left panel, the magenta boxes show the regions used for the pre- and post-shock region. The point sources, identified by XMM-Newton, are highlighted with the green circles (see text for details).

Fig. 7. Left: temperature profile of A2255 in the direction from south to NE. Blue and black crosses indicate the best-fit temperature based on the Center and Relic observations, respectively. The dotted gray lines show the profile of the radio emission taken from the WSRT radio data (Pizzo & de Bruyn 2009). The discrepancy between the Center and Relic observations at $r = 7′$ is due to the lack of the XIS0 data of the Center observation. Right: radial temperature profile of A2255 in the NE radio relic direction. The gray crosses and the dark gray region indicate the radial profiles obtained by XMM-Newton (Sakelliou & Ponman 2006) and Chandra (Cavagnolo et al. 2009), respectively. Green dashed lines show typical systematic changes in the best-fit values that are due to changes in the CXB intensity and NXB level.

Table 5. Flux ratio of the ICM and the sky background components beyond the relic and outermost bins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Beyond the relic $^*$</th>
<th>Outermost $(0.71–0.81)r_{200}$</th>
<th>Outermost $(0.75–0.85)r_{200}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.7–2.0 keV</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7–8.0 keV</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. $^*$ Big magenta box in the left panel of Fig. 6.
the temperature measurement. First we consider the systematic error of estimating the CXB component in the Relic observation and the detector background. In order to evaluate the uncertainty of the CXB that is due to the statistical fluctuation of the number of point sources, we followed the procedure described in Hoshino et al. (2010). In this paper we refer to the flux limit as $1 \times 10^{-14}$ erg/s/cm$^2$ determined by XMM-Newton. The resulting CXB fluctuations span 11–27%. We investigate the impact of this systematic effect by changing the intensity by ±11–27% and the normalization of the NXB by ±3% (Tawa et al. 2008).

The resulting best-fit values, after taking into account the systematic errors, are shown with green dashed lines in Fig. 7. The effects of the systematic error that is due to the CXB and NXB are smaller than or compatible to the statistical errors. This result is expected because the regions discussed here are within the virial radius ($<0.8r_{200}$) and the ICM emission is still comparable to that of the sky background components even around the NE relic (Table 5).

Second, we investigated the effects of flickering pixels. Following the official procedure$^5$, we confirmed that the effect of the flickering pixels was smaller than the statistical error.

Third, because the spatial resolution of the Suzaku telescope is about 2', the temperature profile is likely to be affected by the choice of region. To study this effect, we shifted the boxes in Fig. 7 (left) by 1.5’ (half of its size) outside and measured the temperature profile again: we found that the temperature ratio across the relic decreased by 20%.

3.6. Surface brightness structures

In order to investigate whether the observed temperature structures are shocks or cold fronts, we extracted the surface brightness profile from the 0.5–1.4 keV XMM-Newton image in the northeast sector with an opening angle of 80°–130°. The resulting surface brightness profile is shown in the top (the inner structure) and bottom (across the radio relic) panels of Fig. 8. In both panels, black and red crosses represent the radial profiles in the 80°–130° (NE) and 150°–400° sectors, respectively, where we use the latter as the control sector to be compared with the NE sector.

In the top panel of Fig. 8, the discontinuity in XMM-Newton surface brightness profile is clearly visible. The location of the discontinuity around $r \sim 5.2$, indicated by the dotted gray line, is consistent with that of the inner temperature structure. We found a signature of the surface brightness drop across the relic ($r \sim 12\,5$). By taking the ratio of the surface brightness across the discontinuity/drop, we estimated the ratio of the electron density $C \equiv n_2/n_1$ as $C_{\text{inner}} = 1.28 \pm 0.07$ and $C_{\text{outer}} = 1.32 \pm 0.14$, respectively. We also found a marginal sign of the inner structure by using the PROFFIT software package (Eckert et al. 2011). We assume that the gas density follows two power-law profiles connecting at a discontinuity with a density jump. In order to derive the best-fit model, the density profile was projected onto the line of sight with the assumption of spherical symmetry. We extracted in the same manner as described above. We obtained the best-fit ratio of the electron density as $C_{\text{inner}} = 1.33 \pm 0.24$ with reduced $\chi^2 = 0.53$ for 12 d.o.f., which is in good agreement with the above simple estimation. The surface brightness profile and resulting best-fit model are shown in Fig. 9.

Although the significance is not high enough to claim a firm detection, we consider it is reasonable to think that the inner structure is a shock front (at least not a cold front). For the relic, we were not able to detect a structure across the relic because of poor statistics. Cold fronts at cluster peripheries are rare (see Fig. 5 in Walker et al. 2014), and the observed ICM properties across the relic are supportive of the presence of a shock front. Therefore, we conclude that the two temperature structures are shock fronts. We discuss their properties in the following section.

---

$^5$ http://www.astro.isas.ac.jp/suzaku/analysis/xis/nxb_new/
Table 8. Shock properties at the inner and outer structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$T_1$ (keV)</th>
<th>$T_2$ (keV)</th>
<th>$T_1/T_2$</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>Compression (16$M^2$)</th>
<th>Propagation velocity (km s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inner</td>
<td>6.42 ± 0.14</td>
<td>5.07 ± 0.15</td>
<td>1.27 ± 0.04</td>
<td>1.27 ± 0.04</td>
<td>1.40 ± 0.05</td>
<td>1440 ± 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer</td>
<td>4.52 ± 0.36</td>
<td>3.34 ± 0.46</td>
<td>1.35 ± 0.16</td>
<td>1.36 ± 0.16</td>
<td>1.53 ± 0.23</td>
<td>1380 ± 200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. XMM-Newton 2.0–7.0 keV surface brightness profile. The best-fit for the profile is plotted and their residuals are shown in the bottom panel. The inner jump was marginally detected at $r = 5.2' ± 0.6'$.

3.7. Constraints on nonthermal emissions

To evaluate the flux of possible nonthermal X-ray emission caused by inverse Compton scattering by the relativistic electrons from the NE relic, we reanalyzed the relic region by adding a power-law component to the ICM model described in the previous subsection. Based on the measured radio spectral index (Pizzo & de Bruyn 2009), we adopted $\Gamma_{\text{rel}} = \Gamma_{\text{NE relic}} + 1 = 1.8$ (Table 1) as a photon index for the NE relic. As mentioned above, the observed spectra are well modeled with a thermal component. Therefore, we could set an upper limit to the nonthermal emission. The derived upper limit (68%) is $F_{\text{rel}} < 1.8 \times 10^{-14}$ erg cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ arcmin$^{-2}$. Assuming the solid angle covered by the NE relic ($\Omega_{\text{NE relic}} = 60$ arcmin$^2$, Pizzo & de Bruyn 2009), the upper limit of the flux in the 0.3–10 keV band is $<1.0 \times 10^{-12}$ erg cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$. This upper limit is somewhat more stringent than that for the halo (see Fig. 10 in Ota 2012, for a review). The reason for a more stringent upper limit is that for the periphery the lower surface brightness of thermal emission would cause the nonthermal emission to be more prominent.

4. Discussion

The Suzaku observations of the merging galaxy cluster A2255 were conducted out to the virial radius ($r_{200} = 2.14$ Mpc or 23.2'). With its deep exposure, it allowed us to investigate the ICM properties beyond the central region. We successfully characterized the ICM temperature profile out to 0.9 times the virial radius. We also confirmed the temperature discontinuities in the NE direction, which indicate shock structures. In the following subsections, we discuss the temperature structure by comparing it to other clusters, evaluate the shock properties, and discuss their implications.

4.1. Shock structures and their properties

Here, we evaluated the Mach number of each shock using the Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition (Landau & Lifshitz 1959)

$$\frac{T_2}{T_1} = \frac{5M^4 + 14M^2 - 3}{16M^2},$$

where 1 and 2 denote the pre- and post-shock regions, respectively. We assumed the ratio of specific heats to be $\gamma = 5/3$. The estimated Mach numbers are shown in Table 8, with values of $M_{\text{inner}} = 1.27 ± 0.06$ and $M_{\text{outer}} = 1.36 ± 0.16$. Based on the Mach numbers, we estimated the shock compression parameter to be $C_{\text{inner}} = 1.40 ± 0.05$ and $C_{\text{outer}} = 1.53 ± 0.23$, respectively. These values are consistent with those derived from the surface brightness distributions (Sect. 3.6). Using the measured pre-shock temperature, the sound speeds are $c_{\text{inner}} \sim 1170$ km s$^{-1}$ and $c_{\text{outer}} \sim 950$ km s$^{-1}$. The shock propagation velocity can be estimated from $v_{\text{shock}} = c_s \times M$ with values of $v_{\text{shock:inner}} = 1440 ± 50$ km s$^{-1}$ and $v_{\text{shock:outer}} = 1380 ± 200$ km s$^{-1}$. These shock properties are similar to those observed in other galaxy clusters: Mach number $M \sim 1.5–3.0$ and shock propagation velocity $v_{\text{shock}} \sim 1200–3500$ km s$^{-1}$ (Markevitch et al. 2002, 2005; Finoguenov et al. 2010; Macario et al. 2011; Mazzotta et al. 2011; Russell et al. 2012; Dasadia et al. 2016).

4.2. X-ray and radio comparison

Based on the assumption of simple DSA theory, the Mach number can be also estimated from the radio spectral index via

$$M^2_{\text{radio}} = \frac{2\alpha - 3}{2\alpha + 1}$$

(Drury 1983; Blandford & Eichler 1987). From the observed radio spectral indices (Pizzo & de Bruyn 2009), the expected Mach numbers at the NE relic are $M_{\text{SS cm−2 m}} = 4.6$, $M_{\text{25 cm−85 cm}} = 2.77 ± 0.35$, which are higher than our X-ray result ($M_X = 1.42^{+0.16}_{-0.19}$). Even when the systematic errors estimated in Sect. 3.5 are included, the difference between the Mach numbers inferred from the X-ray and radio observations still holds.

One possible cause of this disagreement is that the Suzaku XRT misses or dilutes the shock-heated region because of its limited spatial resolution (HPD = 1.7'). Serlemitsos et al. 2007). This would indicate that the Suzaku XIS spectrum at the post-shock is a multi-temperature plasma consisting of pre- and post-shock media (Sarazin et al. 2014). To confirm this effect, we reanalyzed the post-shock region with a two-temperature model by adding an additional thermal component to the single-temperature model of the post-shock region. However, there is no indication that another thermal component is needed for the post-shock spectrum. The single-temperature model reproduces the measured spectra well (Fig. 5). We note here that it is hard to evaluate the hypothesis of the two-phase plasma with the...
available X-ray spectra. And as pointed out by Kaastra et al. (2004), the current X-ray spectroscopic capability has its limit on the X-ray diagnostics of the multi-phase plasma. Mazzotta et al. (2004) also demonstrated the difficulties in distinguishing a two-temperature plasma when both temperatures are above 2 keV (see Figs. 1 and 3 in their paper).

Relativistic electrons just behind the shock immediately (within $\sim 10^3$ yr) lose their energy via radiative cooling and energy loss via inverse-Compton scattering. Since the cooling timescale of electrons is shorter than the lifetime of the shock, spectral curvature develops, which is called the “aging effect”. As a result, the index of the integrated spectrum decreases at the high-energy end by about 0.5 from $\alpha^{\text{inj}}$ for a simple DSA model ($\alpha^{\text{int}} = \alpha^{\text{inj}} = 0.5$; e.g., Pacholczyk 1970, Miniati 2002). This means that high-quality and spatially resolved low-frequency observations are needed to obtain $\alpha^{\text{inj}}$ directly. The number of relics with measured $\alpha^{\text{inj}}$ with enough sensitivity and angular resolution is small because of the challenges posed by low-frequency radio observations (e.g., van Weeren et al. 2010, 2012, 2016). For the NE relic in A2255, Pizzo & de Bruyn (2009) confirmed a change in the slope with a different frequency band ($\alpha^{\text{25 cm}} = -0.8 \pm 0.1$ and $\alpha^{\text{5 cm}} = -0.5 \pm 0.1$), indicating the presence of the aging effect. However, their angular resolution is not good enough to resolve the actual spectral index before it affects the aging effect. Therefore, the actual Mach number from the radio observations might be different from what is discussed here.

Although the X-ray photon mixing and radio aging can have some effect, it is still worthwhile to compare the A2255 results with those of other clusters with radio relic. Figure 10 shows a comparison of the Mach number inferred from X-ray and radio observations, which were taken and updated from Akamatsu & Kawahara (2013). The result for the NE relic of A2255 is shown by the red cross together with other objects: CIZA J2242.8+5301 south and north relics (Stroe et al. 2014; Akamatsu et al. 2015), 1RXS J0603.3+4214 (van Weeren et al. 2012; Itahana et al. 2015), A3667 south and north relics (Hindson et al. 2014; Akamatsu et al. 2012a; Akamatsu & Kawahara 2013), A3376 (Kale et al. 2012; Akamatsu et al. 2012b), the Coma relic (Thierbach et al. 2003; Akamatsu et al. 2013) and A2256 (Trasatti et al. 2015). This discrepancy, $M_{\text{radio}} > M_{X}$, has also been observed for other relics (A2256, Toothbrush, A3667 SE). If this discrepancy is indeed real, it may point to problems in the basic DSA scenario for shocks in clusters. In other words, at least for these objects, the simple DSA assumption does not hold, and therefore, a more complex mechanism might be required. We discuss possible scenarios for this discrepancy in the next subsection.

### 4.3. Possible scenarios for the discrepancy

Even though Mach numbers from radio and X-ray observations are inconsistent with each other, the expected Mach numbers in clusters are somewhat smaller ($M < 5$) than those in supernova remnants ($M > 1000$), which have an efficiency that is high enough to accelerate particles from thermal distributions to the $\sim$TeV regime (e.g., SN1006: Koyama et al. 1995). On the other hand, it is well known that the acceleration efficiency at weak shocks is too low to reproduce the observed radio brightness of radio relics with the DSA mechanism (e.g., Kang et al. 2012; Vink & Yamazaki 2014). To explain these puzzles, several possibilities have been proposed:

- projection effects that can lead to the underestimate of the Mach numbers from X-ray observations (Skillman et al. 2013; Hong et al. 2015);
- an underestimate of the post-shock temperature with electrons not reaching thermal equilibrium. Such a phenomenon is observed in SNRs (van Adelsberg et al. 2008; Yamaguchi et al. 2014; Vink et al. 2015);
- Clumpiness and inhomogeneities in the ICM (Nagai & Lau 2011; Simionescu et al. 2011), which will lead to nonlinearity of the shock-acceleration efficiency (Hoeft & Brüggen 2007);
- pre-existing low-energy relativistic electrons and/or re-accelerated electrons, resulting in a flat radio spectrum with a rather small temperature jump (Markevitch et al. 2005; Kang et al. 2012; Pinzke et al. 2013; Kang & Ryu 2015; Stroe et al. 2016);
- a nonuniform Mach number as a result of inhomogeneities in the ICM, which is expected in the periphery of the cluster (Nagai & Lau 2011; Simionescu et al. 2011; Mazzotta et al. 2011);
- shock-drift accelerations, suggested from particle-in-cell simulations (Guo et al. 2014a,b);
- other mechanisms, for instance turbulence accelerations (e.g., Fujita et al. 2015, 2016).

Based on our X-ray observational results, we discuss some of the above possibilities.

- Ion-electron non-equilibrium after shock heating: shocks not only work for particle acceleration, but also for heating. Immediately after shock heating, an electron-ion two-temperature structure has been predicted based on numerical simulations.
(Takizawa 1999; Akahori & Yoshikawa 2010). This could lead to an underestimation of the post-shock temperature because it is hard to constrain the ion temperature with current X-ray satellites and instruments. Therefore, the main observable is the electron temperature of the ICM, which will reach temperature equilibrium with the ion after the ion-electron relaxation time after shock heating. With assumption of the energy transport from ions to electrons through Coulomb collisions, the ion-electron relaxation time can be estimated as

\[ t_{we} = 2 \times 10^8 \text{yr} \left( \frac{n_e}{10^{-3} \text{ cm}^{-3}} \right)^{-1} \left( \frac{T_e}{10^8 \text{ K}} \right) \left( \frac{\ln \Lambda}{40} \right) \]  

(Takizawa 1999). Here, \( \Lambda \) denotes the Coulomb logarithm (Spitzer 1956). From the APEC normalization, we estimated the electron density at the post-shock region as \( n_e \sim 3 \times 10^{-3} \text{ cm}^{-3} \), assuming a line-of-sight length of 1 Mpc. Using an electron density of \( n_e = 3 \times 10^{-4} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) and \( T_e = 4.9 \text{ keV} \) at the post-shock region, we expect the ion-electron relaxation time to be \( t_{we} = 0.3 \times 10^9 \text{ yr} \). The speed of the post-shock material relative to the shock is \( v_s = v_b/C \sim 840 \text{ km s}^{-1} \). Thus, the region where the electron temperature is much lower than the ion temperature is about \( d_{we} = t_{we} \times v_s = 250 \text{ kpc} \). If there is no projection effect, then the estimated value is consistent with the integrated region that is used in the spectral analysis. This indicates that the ion-electron non-equilibration could be a possible cause of the discrepancy. We note that there are several claims that electrons can be more rapidly energized (so-called instant equilibration) than by Coulomb collisions (Markevitch 2010; Yamaguchi et al. 2014). However, it is difficult to investigate this phenomenon without better spectra than those from the current X-ray spectrometer. The upcoming Athena satellite can shed new light on this problem.

- Projection effects: since it is difficult to accurately estimate the projection effects on the \( M_X \) measurement, we calculate the temperature profiles to be obtained from X-ray spectroscopy under some simplified conditions. As shown in the left panel of Fig. 11, we consider a pre-shock (\( T_1 = 2 \text{ keV} \)) gas and a post-shock (\( T_2 = 6 \text{ keV} \)) gas in (5′)\(^3\) cubes whose density ratio is \( n_2/n_1 = 3 \) since the radio observation indicates a \( M \sim 3 \) shock (Table 1). Assuming that the emission spectrum is given by a superposition of two APEC models and the emission measure of each model is proportional to \( n_i^2 \lambda_i \), we simulate the total XIS spectrum at a certain \( x \) by the XSPEC fakeit command and fit it by a single-component APEC model. The right panel of Fig. 11 shows the resulting temperature profile against the \( x \)-axis for the viewing angles of \( \theta = 15°, 30°, 45°, 60° \), and 75°. Here the step-size was \( \Delta x = 0.2 \), and 40 regions were simulated to produce the temperature profile for each viewing angle. This result indicates that the temperature of the pre-shock gas is easily overestimated as a consequence of the superposition of the hotter emission while the post-shock gas temperature is less affected. This result is consistent with the predictions by Skillman et al. (2013) and Hong et al. (2015). Thus the observed temperature ratio is likely to be reproduced when \( \theta \geq 30° \).

Next, we estimate the viewing angle based on the line-of-sight galaxy velocity distribution (Yuan et al. 2003) assuming that these galaxies in the infalling subcluster are move together with the shock front. Because the brightest galaxy at the NE relic has a redshift of 0.0845, the peculiar velocity of the subcluster relative to the main cluster (0.0806: Struble & Rood 1999) is roughly estimated as 1180 km s\(^{-1}\), yielding \( \theta = \arctan (v_{pec}/v_b) = \arctan (1180/1380) = 40.5° \). This also suggests that the projection effect is not negligible in the present \( M_X \) estimation. Our present simulation is based on the simplified conditions, however and is not accurate enough to reproduce the temperature observed at the outermost region where the projection effects are expected to be small. From the right panel of Fig. 11, in case of the view angle of 40.5°, next to the shock (\( r = 0.0′−2.0′ \)) is expected to have a temperature higher than the outermost bin. On the other hand, the observed temperature in the outermost region (\( kT_{\text{outmost}} = 3.36^{+0.59}_{-0.38} \text{ keV} \)) is consistent with that derived being located at immediately beyond the relic (\( kT_{\text{post beyond}} = 3.40^{+0.11}_{-0.15} \text{ keV} \)). This indicates that either the viewing angle is overestimated or the simulation is too simple. To address this problem, X-ray observations with better spatial and spectral resolutions are required.

- Clumpiness and inhomogeneities in the ICM: Nagai & Lau (2011) suggested that the ICM at the cluster peripheral regions
is not a single phase, meaning that it cannot be characterized by a single temperature and gas density, because of a clumpy accretion flow from large-scale structures. The degree of clumpiness of the ICM is characterized by a clumping factor \( C \equiv \langle \rho^2 \rangle / \langle \rho \rangle^2 \). Here, \( C = 1 \) represents a clump-free ICM. Simionescu et al. (2011) reported the possibility of a high clumpiness factor (10–20) at the virial radius based on Suzaku observations of the Perseus cluster. The inhomogeneities of the ICM generate a non-uniform Mach number, which could lead to the disagreement of shock properties inferred from X-ray and radio observations because the shock acceleration efficiency strongly nonlinearly depends on the Mach number (Hoeft & Brüggen 2007). However, in the A2255, the NE relic is located well inside of the virial radius at \( r_{200} \). The simulations (Nagai & Läu 2011) predict that the clumping factor at \( r = r_{200} \) is almost unity and gradually increases to the virial radius \( (C \sim 2) \). Therefore, clumping is not likely to be the dominant source of the discrepancy.

### 4.4. Magnetic fields at the NE relic

The diffuse radio emission is expected to be generated by synchrotron radiation of GeV energy electrons with a magnetic field in the ICM. These electrons scatter CMB photons via the inverse-Compton scattering. The nonthermal electron component can be a useful tool to investigate the magnetic field in the ICM. Assuming that the same population of relativistic electrons radiates synchrotron emission and scatters off the CMB photons, the magnetic field in the ICM can be estimated by using the following equations for the synchrotron emission at the frequency \( \nu_{\text{syn}} \) and the inverse-Compton emission at \( \nu_{\text{IC}} \) (Blumenthal & Gould 1970)

\[
\frac{dW_{\text{syn}}}{d\nu_{\text{syn}} d\Omega} = \frac{4\pi N_0 e^3 B^{p+1} / \mu e^2}{c^2} \left( \frac{3e}{4\pi m_e c} \right) \left( \nu / \nu_{\text{sync}} \right)^{-p+1/2} \frac{d\nu_{\text{sync}}}{d\nu_{\text{IC}}}, \tag{5}
\]

\[
\frac{dW_{\text{IC}}}{d\nu_{\text{IC}} d\Omega} = \frac{8\pi e^2}{c} \frac{h}{c} F(p) \nu_{\text{IC}}^{-p+1/2} \left( \nu / \nu_{\text{sync}} \right)^{-1/2}, \tag{6}
\]

where \( N_0 \) and \( p \) are the normalization and the power-law index of the electron distribution, \( r_0 \) is the classical electron radius, \( h \) is the Planck constant, \( T_{\text{CMB}} \) is CMB temperature, and \( T_{\text{IC}} = 2.73(1+z)K \). The magnetic field in the cluster can be estimated by substituting observed flux densities of the synchrotron emission \( S_{\text{syn}} \) and the inverse-Compton X-ray emission \( S_{\text{IC}} \) as well as their frequencies \( \nu_{\text{syn}} \) and \( \nu_{\text{IC}} \) by the relation \( S_{\text{syn}} / S_{\text{IC}} = (dW_{\text{syn}} / d\nu_{\text{syn}} d\Omega) / (dW_{\text{IC}} / d\nu_{\text{IC}} d\Omega) \) (see also Ferrare et al. 2008; Ota et al. 2008, 2014).

Based on the X-ray spectral analysis assuming \( \Gamma_{\text{rel}} = 1.8 \), for the nonthermal power-law component (Sect. 3.7), we derive the upper limit on the IC flux density as \( S_{\text{IC}} < 0.067 \text{ mJy} \) at 2 keV \( (\nu_{\text{IC}} = 2.9 \times 10^{16} \text{ Hz}) \). Combining this limit with the radio flux density of the NE relic, \( S_{\text{syn}} = 117 \text{ mJy} \) at \( \nu_{\text{syn}} = 328 \text{ MHz} (\text{Pizzo \\& de Bruyn 2009}) \), we obtain the lower limit of the magnetic field to be \( B > 0.0024 \mu \text{G} \). Although the value depends on the assumptions, e.g., such as spectral modeling and area of the NE relic, the estimated lower limit is still much lower than the equipartition magnetic field \( (B_{\text{eq}} = 0.4 \mu \text{G}) \) based on radio observations (Pizzo \\& de Bruyn 2009). A hard X-ray observation with higher sensitivity is needed to improve the accuracy and test the equipartition estimation (e.g., Bartels et al. 2015).

### 5. Summary

Based on deep Suzaku observations of A2255 (\( z = 0.0806 \)), we determined the radial distribution of the ICM temperature out to 0.9\( r_{200} \). We found two temperature discontinuities at \( r = 5' \) and 12', whose locations coincide with the surface brightness drops observed in the XMM-Newton image. Thus these structures can be interpreted as shock fronts. We estimated their Mach numbers, \( \mathcal{M}_{\text{inner}} \sim 1.2 \) and \( \mathcal{M}_{\text{outer}} \sim 1.4 \) using the Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition. The Mach number of the inner shock is consistent with the previous XMM-Newton result (Sakelliou \\& Ponman 2006), but for the different azimuthal directions. Thus the western shock structures reported by XMM-Newton and the northern structure detected by Suzaku might originate from the same episode of a subcluster infall. To examine this, we need a detailed investigation of the thermal properties of the ICM in other directions, which is to be presented in our forthcoming paper. The location of the second shock front coincides with that of the NE relic, indicating that the electrons in the NE relic have been accelerated by a merger shock. However, the Mach numbers derived from X-ray and radio observations, assuming basic DSA mechanism, are inconsistent with each other. This indicates that the simple DSA mechanism is not valid under some conditions, and therefore, more sophisticated mechanisms are required.
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